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Misty notes and dew drop rhythms
Melodies dancing with archaic
soundscapes, audio canvases and
friendship piercings.
Overcast atmospheric words
spoken by a lounge lizard who
straightens his tie, plucks a silver
harp and sips a passing breeze.
There’s a bridge of illusions that
goes from the kneeling city to
the enlightened palace.
It knows the difference between
right and wrong.
Below the bridge the path of
no judgment leads down an
embankment to the lake of
reality.
In the distance the foothills of
satisfaction sit on the feet of
Achievement Mountain.
Which casts a shadow of a
question.
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Bubble wrap
The future of noise with indemnified
technology and crime stopper
instructions.
Take this futuristic drug called a family
pill, wait 15 minutes and then everyone u
meet for the next 24 hours will feel like a
beloved family member…
Guided by art.
Governed by kindness.
Inspired to do good.
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Animal I am
A description ...
Right hand
is a paw
left is a claw
big toes r half the size
of an elephant’s nose
one eye’s a rat’s
the other’s a cat’s
fangs for teeth
with fur like a donkey
i can swing thru the trees
like baboon or a monkey
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A Bentley or a Beetle?
It’s too far away to say for sure
I was on the top a very high radio
tower the other day, simply went
for a climb, and while I was up
there I saw an old man in the
park doing yoga, he was in a
downward dog position. Then I
realized he was having a heart
attack and had slumped over into
that yoga position... then he fell
onto his back and his shadow
jumped out of his body and
started running around the park
making grass angels every few
feet… he made about five of them
and then jumped back into his
body, and then got up and rode
away on his bicycle.
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